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Away from the exhausting pollution of the cities, Jim Corbett wild life sanctuary offers a fascinating
and energizing respite for the visitors. This natural habitat enthralls nature lovers with its mysterious
beauty of a large variety of flora and fauna. Corbett National Park in India offers a fascinating
diversity of wildlife as well as irresistible natural scenic beauty.  The national park offers ample
opportunities for the tourists to have close and thrilling encounters with Indian wild life. This fine park
has retained its primevieal ambience despite heavy tourist inflow. Positioned in the foothills of the
majestic Himalayas it is essentially a low valley surrounded by picturesque lake, evergreen
deciduous forests and emerald grasslands

A visit to the Corbett National Park is undoubtedly the most memorable, exhilarating and
adventurous experience of oneâ€™s life. If you want to have a look at the flora and fauna of this place
conveniently, Jeep Safari in Corbett National Park is your best bet. The Holiday packages for
Corbett are different than traditional tour packages. Corbett holiday packages can be customized
according to the personal requirements of the tourists. Trekking in the jungle along with the jeep
safari in the Jim Corbett is the best way to explore this awe inspiring region.

Corbett Safari jeep tour package can be conveniently booked online with the click of the button or
through telephonic assistance. You can visit any travel website and get Online Safari Booking in
Corbett done in advance to facilitate your stay in the park.

The jungle jeep safari enthralls the tourists and offers the chance of seeing the Himalayan bear,
Yellow throated Martens, Leopards, Otters, Barking deers, Nightjars, the Bengal Tiger, over 500
species of birds and a variety of aquatic animals. In a jeep safari you will be accompanied with a
local driver and an experienced naturalist. They assist in wild life tracking during the safari
excursions in the park. 

To Book online your Jungle Jeep Safari in advance, you have to furnish the name, age, gender,
Passport or driving number and your mobile number on the internet. You must carry your ID proof to
support your identity. Online jeep safari booking is also available for the benefit of the tourist. It
provides hassle free and efficient booking and thus minimizes stress. Jeep Safari in Corbett
National Park will give you a chance to see the animals in their natural environment.

The jeep safari allows the wildlife enthusiast to cover large distances in the jungle in a short span of
time, allowing tourists, wildlife lovers and photographers to cover large tracts of the park in a day.
Open jeep roofs allow for a panoramic view of the wild jungle. The vehicle also provides ample
security to the animal watchers.
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Author has written all these information in behalf of www.CorbettSafari.com which is online portal for
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